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We know it’s difficult to keep up with the number of changes and
releases that come from Microsoft. 

That’s why every month, we highlight the latest updates that are
important to your business. 

Welcome to your June update
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MICROSOFT NEWS

Microsoft has launched new capabilities in Microsoft Copilot Studio to build custom
copilots that act as agents that work independently under your direction to:  

Automate long-running business processes.
Reason over actions and user inputs.
Leverage memory to bring in context. 
Learn based on user feedback.
Record exception requests and ask for help.

Agents: New custom copilots that automate
business process

MICROSOFT COPILOT

Team Copilot expands Copilot beyond a personal assistant to act as a valuable team
member, participating and contributing along with the team. And of course, you’re
always in control, assigning tasks or responsibilities to Copilot so the whole team can be
more productive, collaborative, and creative, together. 

Go further with Team Copilot

60 new products launched at Microsoft Build

Watch the highlights from Build.in 90 seconds

10 AI terms everyone should know

Why AI sometimes gets it wrong - and what Microsoft is doing to address it

Melbourne Airport is using Microsoft Fabric to synchronise flight bookings and
ground transportation data

In the coming months, the Microsoft Copilot Dashboard will become available to all
Copilot for Microsoft 365 customers at no additional cost and will not require a Viva or
Viva Insights license. 

The Microsoft Copilot Dashboard in Viva
Insights will become available with Copilot
for Microsoft 365

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-copilot/microsoft-copilot-studio
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2024/05/21/new-agent-capabilities-in-microsoft-copilot-unlock-business-value/
https://news.microsoft.com/build-2024-book-of-news/?ocid=mti_may24_txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBCrJaLseQc
https://news.microsoft.com/source/features/ai/10-more-ai-terms-everyone-should-know/
https://news.microsoft.com/source/features/ai/why-ai-sometimes-gets-it-wrong-and-big-strides-to-address-it/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2024/04/24/leading-in-the-era-of-ai-how-microsofts-platform-differentiation-and-copilot-empowerment-are-driving-ai-transformation/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2024/04/24/leading-in-the-era-of-ai-how-microsofts-platform-differentiation-and-copilot-empowerment-are-driving-ai-transformation/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/viva-insights-blog/microsoft-copilot-dashboard-now-generally-available/ba-p/4097742
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Use new ‘archive’ feature in SharePoint
for inactive sites 

MICROSOFT 365

Microsoft 365 will have a new feature to archive inactive sites on SharePoint. 

This will save on storage costs and limit data sprawl and make spend more predictable. If
you’re a Copilot customer it will also help stop Copilot from using old and inaccurate data
(with the right settings).

MICROSOFT AZURE 
Real-Time Intelligence comes to
Microsoft Fabric
The new Real-Time Intelligence within Microsoft Fabric will provide an end-to-end software
as a service (SaaS) solution that will empower customers to act on high volume, time-
sensitive and highly granular data in a proactive and timely fashion to make faster and
more-informed business decisions. Real-Time Intelligence, now in preview, will empower
user roles such as everyday analysts with simple low-code/no-code experiences, as well as
pro developers with code-rich user interfaces.
Features of Real-Time Intelligence will include:

Real-Time hub, a single place to ingest, process and route events in Fabric as a
central point for managing events from diverse sources across the organisation.
Event streams that will provide out-of-the-box streaming connectors that helps
remove the complexity of ingesting streaming data from external sources.
Event house and real-time dashboards with improved data exploration
Data Activator that will integrate with the Real-Time hub, event streams, real-time
dashboards and KQL query sets, to make it seamless to trigger on any patterns or
changes in real-time data.
AI-powered insights, now with an integrated Microsoft Copilot in Fabric experience
for generating queries, in preview, and a one-click anomaly detection experience,
allowing users to detect unknown conditions beyond human scale with high
granularity in high-volume data, in private preview.
Event-Driven Fabric will allow users to respond to system events that happen within
Fabric and trigger Fabric actions, such as running data pipelines.
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Curious about how these updates could benefit your organisation? Talk to our
experts about how to get the most from your Microsoft investment, whether
that’s leveraging AI, boosting security or improving your employee experience.
Book a free consultation with our experts today.
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